We study the perturbation of the effective Hamiltonian constraint with holonomy correction from Euclidean loop quantum gravity. The Poisson bracket between the corrected Hamiltonian constraint and the diffeomorphism constraint is derived for vector modes. Some specific form of the holonomy correction function f i cd is found, which satisfies that the constraint algebra is anomaly free. This result confirms the possibility of nontrivial holonomy corrections from full theory while preserving anomaly-free constraint algebra in the perturbation framework. It also gives valuable hints on the possible form of holonomy corrections in the effective loop quantum gravity.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that general relativity (GR) is a totally constrained system with firstclass constraints. In connection dynamical formalism, the constraint algebra of GR takes the form
where C I are the smeared constraints (Gauss constraint, diffeomorphism constraint and . In order to have a well-defined physical behavior, the algebra should also be closed at the quantum level. In the canonical approach to quantize GR, such as loop quantum gravity (LQG), one would expect to represent the above constraint algebra on some kinematical Hilbert space.
As a nonperturbative and background-independent quantum gravity theory [1] [2] [3] [4] , LQG has received increased attention recently. In the symmetry-reduced models of LQG, known as LQC [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , the study of effective theories has become topical since it may relate the quantum gravity effects to low-energy physics. The effective equations of LQC are being studied from both the canonical perspective [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and the path integral perspective [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
In general, two main quantum gravity effects, namely the inverse volume correction and the holonomy correction, would appear in the effective Hamiltonian constraint of LQC. Due to the introduction of quantum effects, the corresponding constraint algebra might not close but has a so-called anomaly term, A IJ ,
As pointed out in Ref. [24] , the anomaly would obstruct the purpose of cosmological perturbation theory based on effective LQG, since the quantum corrected perturbation equations could not be expressed solely in terms of gauge-invariant variables.
On the other hand, to have a good understanding for the structure formation and anisotropies of the cosmic microwave background (CMB), one needs to consider the linear perturbations around Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) spacetimes. Therefore, it is very interesting and valuable to obtain an anomaly-free constraint algebra of cosmological perturbations with loop quantum effects. For inverse volume correction of LQC, the anomaly-free constraint algebra and the corresponding gauge-invariant cosmological pertur-bation equations have been derived for scalar modes [24, 25] , vector modes [26] and tensor modes 1 [27] , respectively. Along this direction, it is worthwhile to point out that some relevant applications, including the primordial power spectrum and non-Gaussian, have already been investigated intensively [28] [29] [30] [31] .
For the holonomy correction, some pioneer works have been done to study the anomalyfree constraint algebra. For vector modes, in Ref. [26] , it was shown that an anomaly-free algebra is satisfied up to the fourth order of the background extrinsic curvature variablek.
However, it becomes less reliable for vector modes to propagate through the cosmic bounce.
Also, an anomaly-free constraint algebra is obtained when the higher-order holonomy is included [36] . In addition, by introducing the counterterms in the Hamiltonian constraint, it was shown that the anomaly-free constraint algebra can also be satisfied [33] . For scalar modes, the situation becomes more complicated. However, scalar modes are more interesting and valuable because they could be related to some observables, such as the power spectrum and the non-Gaussianity. A tentative attempt was made in Ref. [32] to derive the cosmological perturbation equations for scalar modes with holonomy corrections in longitudinal gauge. The result shows that the holonomy effects influence both background and perturbations and contribute the nontrivial quantum corrected terms in the cosmological perturbation equations. However, in order to obtain the consistent cosmological perturbation equations, one need add some special and nonunique terms to them. In order to cure the shortcoming of previous works, an effective Hamiltonian with a new holonomy correction was introduced in Ref [35] , where an anomaly-free constraint algebra is obtained. But the method was performed in the longitudinal gauge, and the extension to the gauge-invariant case is not straightforward. In Ref. [34] , by using the same method developed in Ref. [33] for vector modes, i.e., adding the counterterms, an anomaly-free constraint algebra for scalar modes with holonomy corrections was obtained and the gauge-invariant cosmological perturbation equations were derived. However, it should be noted that in all above-mentioned works, the so-called holonomy corrections are only included after, rather than before, doing perturbations of the classical Hamiltonian constraint. Thus the resulting anomaly-free cosmological perturbation theory would only contain partial holonomy corrections, though it could give certain hints to a full treatment. In contrast, in this paper, we will first propose an 1 In fact, for the tensor modes, the anomaly-free constraint algebra is automatically fulfilled.
effective Hamiltonian constraint with holonomy corrections from full LQG and then perturb it directly to obtain the cosmological perturbation equations. So our aim is to obtain the complete cosmological perturbation theory with holonomy corrections from full LQG. But it should also be noted that it is difficult to derive an effective Hamiltonian from full LQG.
As a first step, we will consider only the possible holonomy corrections in Euclidean LQG.
The Lorentzian case is left for future study. Also, we will first focus on the vector modes, while the scalar modes will be addressed elsewhere. Some specific form of the holonomy correction function will be proposed, which satisfies that the perturbative constraint algebra is anomaly free.
II. THE CORRECTION FUNCTION OF FULL THEORY
The connection dynamical formalism of GR is subject to the Gaussian, diffeomorphism
and Hamiltonian constraints [3, 4] . Since the Gaussian constraint forms an ideal in the constraint algebra, in the kinematical treatment of LQG one may easily work in the internal gauge-invariant Hilbert space where the Gaussian constraint has been implemented. Moreover, since there is no diffeomorphism constraint operator in the kinematical Hilbert space, one usually considers finite diffeomorphism transformations instead of the diffeomorphism constraint to construct diffeomorphism invariant states by the group-averaging procedure.
Based on the above treatment in LQG, it is reasonable to first consider only the holonomy correction in the Hamiltonian constraint.
In the canonical formulation, the gravitational Hamiltonian constraint can be written as
where the curvature of the Ashtekar-Barbera connection is given by
In Euclidean GR, the signature s = 1 and the simplest selection of the Barbero-Immirzi parameter is γ = ±1 (we will adopt γ = 1 for convenience). Then the Hamiltonian density
III. THE PERTURBATIVE EUCLIDEAN LOOP QUANTUM GRAVITY A. The basic variables
In loop quantum gravity, instead of the spatial metric q ab , a densitized triad E a i is primarily used, which satisfies
Moreover, in the canonical formulation the spacetime metric is given by
where N and N a are lapse function and shift vector respectively. By comparing the above equation with the spatially flat FRW metric
the background variables,N ,N a andĒ a i , can be, respectively, expressed as
where the background variables are denoted with a bar, which describes smoothed out, spatially averaged quantities. Another background variable, the extrinsic curvature components
where D is the covariant spatial derivation. Thus, one has
In Eq. (13), we have defined the background extrinsic curvature asq =:˙p 2p =˙a a , which can also be obtained from the background equations of motion [25] . At the same time, from the full expression of the spin connection
we can conclude that the background variableΓ i a vanishes. Therefore, the background connection variablesĀ i a can be diagonal, and hence the full connection can be expanded as
Similarly, the densitized triad E a i can also be expanded as
In addition, the homogeneous mode is defined bȳ
where we integrate over a bounded region of coordinate size V 0 = Σ d 3 x. Then by using the above Eqs. (15), (16) and (17), we will find that δE a i and δA i a do not have homogeneous modes, namely
Therefore, we can construct the Poisson brackets of the background and perturbed variables as [24] {q,p} = 8πG
In addition, we would like to point out that for a similar reason, the perturbed lapse δN do not have homogeneous modes either,
B. The perturbative constraints
In this subsection, we will discuss the perturbative expressions of Gaussian constraint, diffeomorphism constraint and Hamiltonian constraint, respectively.
Gaussian constraint
In the connection dynamical formalism, the Gaussian constraint is given by
One can perturb it and get
Since internal gauge rotations of phase space functions f are parametrized by the smearing 
In the final equality of the first equation in the above equations, we have used the fact that as a scalar, Λ i only has the homogeneous mode for vector perturbation. In order to have invariant basic perturbed variables under the internal gauge rotations, we ask the perturbed variables to be symmetrized. Therefore, the physical quantities depend only on the symmetrized perturbed basic variables, δA i)
(a and δE a) (i .
Diffeomorphism constraint
In general, up to Gaussian constraint, the diffeomorphism constraint of GR can be expressed as
For Euclidean GR, it reads
where the Gaussian constraint (21) is used in the second equality. Then, the perturbed diffeomorphism constraint can be expressed up to second order in perturbations as
Hamiltonian constraint
In the previous section, we have discussed Hamiltonian constraint with holonomy corrections. Now we will turn to discuss the perturbative Hamiltonian constraint in connection dynamical formalism. 2 Using the perturbed basic variables, we can expand the Euclidean gravitational Hamiltonian density (5) up to the second order as
Similarly, the corrected Hamiltonian density (7) can be expressed up to the second order as
2 Here we only give the expression of the pertrubative Hamiltonian density for vector modes, and its detailed derivation will be given in Appendix A.
For simplicity, we denote
cd ǫ cd i . Then the above corrected Hamiltonian density can be reexpressed as
It is easy to check that when f i cd = F i cd , the above corrected Hamiltonian constraint recovers Eq. (27) .
C. Constraint algebra
Since the perturbed variables do not have homogeneous modes as described in Eqs. (18) and (20) and the boundary condition that the integration over the boundary vanishes is required, the integration Σ d 3 xN H
(1)
EG vanishes. Therefore, the explicit expression for the perturbed Hamiltonian constraint becomes
For the same reason, the expression for the corrected perturbed Hamiltonian constraint becomes
Since there is no lapse perturbations for the vector mode, the Poisson bracket between the corrected Hamiltonian constraints, {H 
cd (q, δA, ǫ) + B
i (1) cd (q, ∂δA, ǫ) + A i (2) cd (q, δA, ǫ) + C i (2) cd (q, δA, ∂δA, ǫ) +B i (2) cd (q, ∂δA, ǫ) + . . .
We also denote f i (1) cd ≡ A
i (1) cd + B
i (1) cd and f (2) cd . Therefore, the Poisson bracket between the corrected Hamiltonian constraint and the diffeomorphism constraint can be calculated as
To avoid anomaly, we require the Poisson bracket (33) We consider the following construction of the holonomy-corrected function:
Note that we only consider the terms up to second order in the holonomy-corrected function 
In the above equations, we have used the divergence-free property, i.e., δ 
Substituting (35) and (36) into (33), we have 
we will obtain a closed Poisson bracket as
Now, we have obtained a closed constraint algebra between the holonomy-corrected Hamiltonian constraint and the diffeomorphism constraint, which implies that in the perturbation framework, we can have nontrivial holonomy corrections from full theory while the constraint algebra is closed.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In order to consider the perturbations in a framework containing holonomy correction from full LQG, we propose an effective holonomy-corrected Hamiltonian of full theory in the Euclidean GR. We have derived the Poisson bracket between the corrected Hamiltonian constraint and the diffeomorphism constraint for vector modes. We have also found a specific form of the holonomy-correction function f i cd , which satisfies that the constraint algebra is closed. As the first step, our result confirms, in the perturbation framework, the possibility of nontrivial holonomy corrections from full theory while the anomaly-free constraint algebra is preserved. This is a valuable and positive hint to the consistency of perturbative LQG.
However, whether such form of holomomy correction can be strictly derived from the full LQG is still an open issue.
There are several directions for future work. It is desirable and important to calculate the perturbative constraint algebra for scalar modes in this framework [37] . As one expected, further constraints on the holonomy correction function f i cd would be found. It is also interesting and important to derive the corresponding cosmological perturbation equations.
The extension of our setup in this paper to the Lorentzian case would be more interesting and valuable, as it is the case of most interest in our Universe. In this case, the construction of the effective holonomy-corrected Hamiltonian of full LQG and the calculation of constraint algebra would be more complicated. We thus leave them for future study. 
